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RESULTSOF THE STUDY
There are a number of alternative measures of the use of the vatious
depreciation methods authorized in the Internal Revenue Code of 1954.
One such is the amount of property to which each of the methods is
applied. Another is the amount of depreciation generated under each
method and the effect of the adoption of acceleration on the total
amount of depreciation allowances. A third is the number of taxpayers
with business income electing to use each method. In the following
discussion, we have attempted to apply these measures with respect to
industry groupings, types of assets, size of company, and/or service
life of property.
Very briefly, we found that close to half of the total depreciable
facilitiesacquired by corporations since 1953 were inaccelerated
method accounts in the taxable year 1959. A larger proportion of the
property of big corporations than of small ones was being depreciated
under the accelerated methods in 1959, more of the facilities in manu-
facturing than in other industry divisions were being so depreciated, and
a somewhat larger proportion of production equipment and of structures
than of other types of property was in rapid depreciation accounts
(Tables 25, 27, 28). Large manufacturing corporations (those with
total assets of $25 million or more) had 66.5 per cent of their post-1953
facilities in accelerated depreciation accounts (Table 30).
Close to 40 per cent of total corporate depreciation allowances in
1960 were accounted for by the accelerated methods (Table 15), a
substantial increase over the 7 per cent accounted for by these methods
in 1954. On facilities acquired since 1953, a little more than one-half
of corporation depreciation allowances was computed by use of the
accelerated methods in 1959 (Table 36). Among sole proprietorships
in the same year, a much smaller proportion of total allowances was
computed by methods other than straight-line. Partnerships, however,26ACCELERATED DEPRECIATION, 1954-60
were more in line with corporations in this respect (Table 17). It may
be assumed that some gain in this proportion had occurred among
unincorporated businesses. Taking all businesses together, about 29
per cent of total depreciation charges in 1959 were computed under
accelerated methods (Tables 17 and D-6).
In the taxable years 1959 and 1960, a large number of business con-
cerns were using the accelerated depreciation methods, although these
companies represented small proportions of their respective populations
(Tables 4 and 11). The proportion of corporation income taxpayers
using an accelerated method increased markedly between 1954 and
1960 (Table 4), and it is fair to surmise that use of accelerated methods
by unincorporated business income taxpayers had also increased during
these years. Nevertheless, at least two-thirds of the business income tax-
payers in 1959 and 1960 were using only straight-line depreciation for
tax purposes (Tables 4 and 11). The proportion of companies using
only the straight-line method has very likely continued to shrink since
1959-60. The accelerated methods were used by a larger proportion
of corporations than of unincorporated businesses, of big companies
than of little companies (no matter the form of organization), and of
corporations and partnerships in manufacturing than in other industry
groups (Tables 6, 10, 12, 13, A-2, and A-3). About 58 per cent of man-
ufacturing corporations with total assets of $100 million or more were
using the declining-balance method, and use of SYD was reported on
the returns of about an equal percentage of such companies. Even
greater proportions of the returns of the largest companies in other in-
dustrial divisions indicated use of the declining-balance method (Table
A-i).
Our rough calculations indicate that use of the accelerated deprecia-
tion methods—declining-balance and SYD—resulted in total corporate
depreciation allowances in the taxable year 1959 about $2.4 billion
greater than would have been claimed had these methods not been
available. About 66 per cent of this excess is attributable to companies
with total assets of $25 million or more. About 55 per cent of the
excess is in the manufacturing industry division and about 19 per cent
is in public utilities (Table 40).
The additional corporation depreciation allowances generated by the
use of accelerated methods resulted in estimated tax savings of $1.3
billion in 1959. We estimate that as a result of these tax savings, cor-RESULTS OF THE STUDY 27
porate investment in depreciable facilities in that year was $1.3 billion
to $5.7 billion greater than it would otherwise have been.
In the following discussion, we detail each of these findings. Our
initial concern is with the number of business enterprises using either
of the accelerated depreciation methods.
Number of Companies Using
Accelerated Depreciation Methods
A good deal of information isavailable concerning the number of
corporations using the accelerated depreciation methods in each of
the years since these allowances were first authorized. In the case of
unincorporated businesses, however, the information is limited to the
single taxable year 1959.'
CORPORATIONS
Between 1954 and 1960, a substantial increase occurred in the pro-
portion of the incorporated business population using the declining-
balance depreciation method. This increase appears among companies
of all sizes in all major industrial divisions. As shown in Table 4, this
proportion more than tripled between 1954 and 1960, reaching almost
24 per cent in the latter year. In contrast, the proportion of companies
using SYD increased only slightly between 1954 and 1955, when close
to 7 per cent of corporate returns showed this method, and fell very
slightly thereafter. Little change occurred in the proportion of returns
on which straight-line depreciation appears; in 1954, over 97 per cent
and in 1960 about 94 per cent of corporations used this method.
A comparison of Table 4 data, which were drawn from large samples
of the corporate income tax returns for the respective years, with Table
5, based on small samples of returns of the largest corporations, shows
that a much larger proportion of the big corporations used declining-
balance and SYD. Moreover, the increase in the proportion using de-
clining-balance was less pronounced, and that in the proportion using
SYD sharper, among the largest companies than among corporations
in general.
This suggests that most of the increase in the proportion of returns
1Seepp. 6—8 above for a description of the data sources.28ACCELERATED DEPRECIATION, 1954-60
TABLE 4
Per Cent of Corporation income Tax Returns Reporting Various
Depreciation Methods, Taxable Yew-s 1954, 1955, 1957, 1960
Depreciation
Method
Per Cent of Returns on Which
Method Appears
1954 1955 1957 1960
Straight-line 97.4 97.3 96.9 94.3
Declining-balance 7.6 11.3 14.6 23.9
Sum-of-the-years-digits 4.8 6.8 6.6 5.9
Units-of-production 0.2 0.2 n.a. n.a.
Other methods 1.0 1.8 0.6 0.5
Straight-line onlya 86.4 79.9 78.2 69.7
Source: Taxable years 1954 and 1955, U.S. Treasury Department, Internal
Revenue Service, Statistics of Income, 1959, Supplementary Depreciation
Data from Corporation Income Tax Returns, pp. 103 and 118; taxable years
1957 and 1960, U.S. Treasury Department, Internal Revenue Service,
special tabulations.
Note: Details in any year will not add to 100.0 per ceet, since more than
one method of depreciation may appear on a return.
aSince the taxpayer is not limited to the use of only one method, the per
cent of returns on which only the straight-line method was used is a minimum
estimate, computed by subtracting the sum of the percentage frequencies for
the various methods other than straight-line from 100 per cent. In effect, this
procedure assumes that on any return in which, say, the declining-balance
method appeared, no other method was used, Since this assumption is
unrealistic, the resulting estimate understates the percentage of returns on
which only straight-line was used.
using the declining-balance method is attributable to the increasing pro-
portion of smaller companies adopting this method.
Additional evidence on this point is afforded by Table 6, showing thç
percentage change between the taxable years 1954 and 1960 in the
proportion of returns, by size of total assets, reporting use of straight-
line, declining-balance, and/or SYD. The percentage increase between
these years in the proportion of returns showing declining-balance was
greatest among corporations with total assets less than $100,000. For
companies with total assets of $50 million or more, the increase was
much less substantial than in all other size classes. Much more modestRESULTS OF THE STUDY 29
TABLE 5
Per Cent of Returns of Large Corporations Reporting Various
















Total 1,017 — 912 — 912 —
Straight-line 98797.1 892 97.8 892 97.8
Declining-balance 45044.2 463 50.8 491 53.8
Sum-of-the-years-digits 35935.3 356 39.0 366 40.1
Units-of-production 83 8.2 92 10.1 96 10.5
Other methods 13112.9 181 19.8 225 24.7
Source: Taxable year 1956, Joint Economic Committee, The Federal
Revenue System: Facts and Problems 1959, Joint Committee Print, 86th
Congress, 1st Session, p. 205; taxable years 1958 and 1959, U.S. Treasury
Department, Internal Revenue Service, Statistics of income, 1959-60, U.s.
Business Tax Returns, p. 116.
Note: Details will not add to totals because a business may use more than
one method.in depreciatingits assets.
increases in the proportion of returns showing use of SYD appear in
each size class; differences in the magnitude of increases among size
classes are also much less than in the case of declining-balance.
From one industrial division to another, relatively little difference is
seen (see Table 7), in the percentage increase in the proportion of re-
turns using the declining-balance method, compared with the differences
among asset size classes. On the other hand, the percentage increase in
returns showing SYD varied somewhat more among industry divisions
than among size classes. The greatest percentage increases in returns
using these methods appears in the agriculture and the finance divisions.
The relative frequency of returns showing use of straight-line de-
preciation decreased only very moderately between 1954 and 1960, as
the proportion of companies using declining-balance increased. There
are two principal reasons why this decrease was not more substantial.
In the first place, as noted earlier, the Internal Revenue Code of 1954




















































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































only with respect to new properties newly acquired by the taxpayer
after 1953. Companies formed and acquiring depreciable facilities prior
to 1954, therefore, were substantially limited to the use of straight-line
depreciation. In the taxable year 1959, about 53 per cent of the active
corporations filing tax returns had been incorporated prior to 1954. It
may be assumed that most of these companies in the taxable year 1960
had some facilities for which the accelerated methods were not avail-
able. Moreover, among the companies organized and acquiring assets
after 1953, some will have acquired some secondhand assets and will
have had them on hand in depreciable asset accounts as late as 1960.
Secondly, the use by a taxpayer of one depreciation method for one
group of facilities in no wise precludes his simultaneously using another
method for another group of assets. It is evident that a very large pro-
portion of the companies incorporated after1953 did indeed use
straight-line for some of their facilities.
For each of the years in question and in both of the samples, between
94 and 98 per cent of the returns show the use of straight-line deprecia-
tion. In the sample of large companies there is a slight increase between
1956 and 1958 and no change between 1958 and 1959 in the percent-
age of returns showing the use of this method.2 It seems fair to assume
that virtually all of these very large companies were in existence prior
to 1954 and, in the taxable years 1956, 1958, and 1959, held de-
preciable facilities acquired before 1954. In this event, of course, they
would have to show the use of straight-line depreciation.3 In the broader
samples, on the other hand, the percentage of returns showing the use
of straight-line depreciation decreases from 97.4 per cent in 1954 to
94.3 per cent in 1960. These samples almost certainly include a much
larger proportion of companies which are new since 1953. Conceiv-
ably, each such new company might have chosen to use only the
accelerated depreciation methods; indeed, it may appear surprising that
2The1956 sample is not identical with that for the years 1958 and 1959.
The differences in the sample population probably account for the increase in
this percentage between 1956 and 1958.
8Actually,this overstates the constraint since the statute prior to 1954 did
not explicitly limit the taxpayer to the use of the straight-line method. The
exaggeration is likely to be slight, however.
One indication is the increase in the size of the sample between 1957 and 1960.
The increase in sample size between the years 1954 and 1955, and between 1955
and 1957, can be attributed only in much smaller part to the increase in the
corporate population; a much larger part of the increase is attributable to changes
in the sample.RESULTS OF THE STUDY 33
the decrease in the percentage of returns using the straight-line method
was no greater than that shown in Tables 4 and 6. Of course, not all
new corporations would choose to use only the accelerated methods
The proportion of returns showing the straight-line method appears
to have decreased at a somewhat faster rate between 1957 and 1960.
This suggests that a more rapid decline in this proportion may be
developing.
A striking fact revealed in Table 4 is that on a very large proportion
of all returns, only straight-line depreciation was used as late as 1960.
Since any company may use different depreciation methods for different
assets, the data as presented do not permit precise computation of the
number of returns on which only one of the various methods was used.
By subtracting from the total number of returns the number on which
some method other than straight-line is used, however, a minimum esti-
mate of the number using only the straight-line method is obtained.
Of course, the actual number using only this method is likely to be
larger than indicated by this computation. Making some rough allow-
ance for the use of more than one method on a return, it seems clear
that a large proportion, probably between 70 and 75 per cent, of all
corporate returns confined the computation of annual depreciation
allowances to the straight-line method in the taxable year 1960.
On the other hand, Table 4 also shows that the minimum proportion
of returns using only straight-line declined significantly from 86.4 per
cent in 1954 to 69.7 per cent in 1960. As Table 8 shows, this decrease
occurred in every size class, most sharply among corporations with total
assets of $50 million and over. Presumably this trend continued after
1960, suggesting that a considerably smaller proportion of returns
would now show the use only of straight-line depreciation.
Table 8 also shows that among big corporations, only a relatively
small proportion of companies confined their depreciation computation
to the straight-line method. In the case of corporations with total assets
of $100 million or more, which accounted for 59.6 per cent of total
depreciable facilities of corporations in 1960, the minimum proportion
of returns showing only straight-line in that year is 7.6 per cent.
Tables 6 and 8 suggest that use of the accelerated methods is asso-
ciated with company size. Examination of Table A-i, presenting the
relative frequencies of returns for 1954 and 1960 by depreciation
method, major industry division, and size of. total assets, reveals that34A CCELERA TED DEPRECIATION, 1954-60
TABLE 8
Percentage Change, 1954 to 1960, in Proportion of Corporation
Returns on Which Only Straight-Line Depreciation Was Used,
by Size of Tolal Assets
Size of Total Assets
(thousand dollars)
Proportion of Returns Using Only
Straight-Line
1954 1960 Per Cent Change
Under 100 92.3 80.3 —13.0
100-500 82.4 60.8 —26.2
500- 1,000 73.6 48.4 —34.2
1,000-5,000 68.5 41.5 —39.4
5,OOO- 10,000 68.4 40.6 —40.6
10,000-50,000 61.3 38.1 —37.8
50,000-100,000 52.5 23.5 —55.2
100,000 and over 39.0 7.6 —80.5
Total 86.1 69.7 —19.0
Source: Table A-i.
there is, indeed, a substantial positive association between size, as meas-
ured by total assets, and relative frequency of returns reporting the use
of an accelerated method. Taking all industrial divisions together, the
rank correlation with respect to 1960 returns between size class and
proportion of returns reporting SYD is perfect; for declining-balance,
the Kendall coefficient of rank correlation is .64, with a standard error
of .38.
The rank correlation between the estimated minimum percentage of
returns on which only the straight-line method was used and size of
total assets is also perfect, taking all industries together.
There is evident in Table 9 some variability among industries in the
association between size and relative frequency of returns on which
declining-balance, SYD, or only straight-line depreciation appear. With
respect to both SYD and straight-line only, the rank correlations are
quite high in almost every industry. In the case of declining-balance,
very low coefficients were found in the mining and in the finance, insur-















































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































all of theotherindustrial divisions. With these few exceptions, there-
fore, use of one or the other of the accelerated methods—as measured
by relative frequency of returns—appears to be closely and positively
related to company size.
Relatively little variability from one industry division to another in
the proportion of returns showing an accelerated method is evident in
Table 10. The proportion of returns showing declining-balance ranged
from 21.4 per cent in trade to 29.9 per cent in manufacturing. For
SYD, the proportion ranged from 4.4 per cent in finance, etc., to 10.5
per cent in manufacturing. The proportion of returns on which only
straight-line depreciation was used ranged from 56.4 per cent in mining
to 73.4 per cent in trade.
TABLE 10
Per Cent of Corporation Income Tax Returns Reporting Various















fisheries 94.7 27.1 5.3 0.3 67.4
Mining 94.7 29.5 7.1 7.0 56.4
Construction 95.5 26.7 6.0 0.3 67.0
Manufacturing 96.6 29.9 10.5 0.9 58.7
Transportation, communica-
tion, and sanitary services94.3 23.4 5.5 1.0 70.2
Trade 95.6 21.4 4.8 0.4 73.4
Finance, insurance, and
real estate 91.1 22.3 4.4 0.3 72.9
Services 93.4 23.6 5.5 0.5 70.5
Not allocable 92.3 15.2 a a
All industries 94.3 23.9 5.9 0.6 69.7
Source: U.S. Treasury Department, Internal Revenue Service, special
tabulation.
Note: Details do not add to 100.0 per cent because frequently a business
uses more than one depreciation method.
aspling variability too high to show separately.RESULTS OF THE STUDY 37
The proportion of returns on which an accelerated method was used
in 1960 does not appear to be associated with industry division. If in-
deed there were such an association, one would expect to find little
variation in the ranking of an industry in each size nlass with respect to
the proportion of returns showing an accelerated method. In fact, how-
ever, most industry divisions change ranks from one size class to an-
other; no consistent pattern of variability from one industry to another
appears within each size class. This is in contrast with the per cent of
companies using an accelerated method, which varies quite regularly
with asset size class.
UNINCORPORATED BUSINESSES
A relatively small proportion of unincorporated businesses indicated
the use of either the declining-balance or the SYD method for the tax-
able year 1959, the single year for which such data are available.
Among the 6,650,560 sole proprietorships showing depreciation meth-
ods, only 365,504 (5.5 per cent) used the declining-balance method,
and SYD was indicated in the case of only 61,160 (.9 per cent) of sole
proprietorships. A larger proportion of the partnerships used these
methods; of the 765,428 firms, 81,785 (10.7 per cent) used declining-
balance and 15,613 (2.0 per cent) used SYD (Table 11).
These proportions are markedly below those for corporations in
1960. Just as striking, however, is the much lower proportion of unin-
corporated than of incorporated businesses showing use of the straight-
line method. Only 83.9 per cent of the sole proprietorships and 84.6
per cent of the partnerships indicated use of this method, compared with
94.3 per cent of the corporations in the following year.
In discussing the large proportion of corporations using the straight-
line method in 1960, it was pointed out that over half of these com-
panies were in existence prior to 1954 and probably still had on hand
in the taxable year 1960 some facilities acquired prior to 1954. Such
facilities were not eligible for the declining-balance or SYD methods,
and by and large would be depreciated under the straight-line method.
The noticeably lower proportion of unincorporated companies showing
straight-line depreciation in 1959 might suggest, along the same line of
reasoning, that a substantially smaller proportion of these companies
were organized prior to 1954. No data bearing on this point are avail-
able in the case of sole proprietorships, but roughly 42.5 per cent of38ACCELERATED DEPRECiATION, 1954-60
TABLE 11
Per Cent of Sole Proprietorships and Partnerships Reporting Use of
Various Depreciation Methods, 1959
Depreciation Method
Sole Proprietorships Partnerships
NumberPer Cent NumberPer Cent
Straight-line 5,582,253 83.9 647,143 84.6
Declining-balance 365,504 5.5 81,785 10.7
Sum-of-the-years-digits 61,160 0.9 15,613 2.0
Other methods 336,050 5.1 124,632 16.3
Method not described 628,437 9.5 34,679 4.5
Straight-line only 5,259,409 79.1 508,719 66.5
Total 6,650,560 765,428
Source: U.S. Treasury Department, Internal Revenue Service, Stat is tics of
Income, 1959-60, U.S. Business Tax Returns, pp. 34, 92-93.
Note: Details do not add to totals because frequently a business uses more
than one method in depreciating its assets.
the partnerships were organized before l954. The difference between
the proportion of partnerships and that of corporations reporting use
of the straight-line method is nearly the same as the difference between
the respective proportions of these companies organized before 1954.
This suggests, but of course does not establish, that the difference in
the proportion of the respective populations reporting use of straight-
line can be explained by the difference in the proportion of companies
organized before the accelerated depreciation methods became avail-
able.
At least four-fifths of the sole proprietorships and two-thirds of the
partnerships were using only the straight-line method in computing de-
preciation in the taxable year 1959 (Table 11). In the case of the
former, this proportion is substantially greater than among corpora-
tions, but, surprisingly, a somewhat smaller minimum percentage of
partnerships than of corporations used only straight-line. Moreover, in
U.S. Treasury Department, Internal Revenue Service, Statistics of Income,
1959—60, U.S. Business Tax Returns, p. 85.RESULTS OF THE STUDY 39
the case of both sole proprietorships and partnerships, the proportion
of firms using only straight-line appears to be quite low, in view of the
small frequencies of these companies showing use of an accelerated
method. The explanation lies in the fact that the estimate is made by
subtracting from 100 per cent the proportions for all methods other
than straight-line and that relatively large proportions of unincorpo-
rated businesses, particularly of partnerships, reported using methods
other than straight-line, declining-balance, or SYD (Table 11). No
breakdown of these "other methods" is available, but the much larger
proportion of sole proprietorships in the mining than in other industry
divisions suggests that the principal other method is units-of-produc-
tion.6 Among partnerships, similarly, much larger proportions of the
companies in mining and in agriculture than in other divisions reported
using "other methods," again strongly suggesting that the method used
was units-of-production. Even so, however, the proportion of unin-
corporated companies in each division reporting use of other methods
substantially exceeded the corresponding proportions among corpora-
tions. Particularly among partnerships, at least 13.6 per cent of the com-
panies in each industry division indicated use of "other methods," and
in agriculture and in mining, these proportions were, respectively, 26.2
per cent and 22.6 per cent (Table A-3). In addition, 9.5 per cent of the
sole proprietorships and 4.5 per cent of the partnerships indicated depre-
ciation charges without describing the methods used in computing them
(Table 11).
Among both sole proprietorships and partnerships, there is a positive
association between company size (as measured by amount of business
receipts) and proportion of companies using an accelerated method
(Tables 12 and 13). Among sole proprietorships, there is perfect rank
correlation between size of business receipts and proportions of com-
panies using declining-balance and SYD, taking all industries together.
Unfortunately, the data are too thin in several of the industry divisions
6Inthe units-of-production depreciation method, the annual depreciation charge
is computed by applying to the depreciable cost of the facility the ratio of the
number of units of output in the year to the estimated lifetime capacity of the
facility. This method is not related to the facility's service life measured in years.
It is more extensively used for facilities in extractive industries where the life
of a deposit is frequently more meaningfully measured in terms of total potential
output than in years. It is also used relatively frequently in connection with timber
cutting operations. Accordingly, we should expect the use of this method to be






































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































to permit computation of such coefficients. However, perfect correlations
with respect to per cent of companies showing declining-balance and
size are found in agriculture, construction, and services, and high co-
efficients are observable in trade and in transportation, communication,
and sanitary services. For SYD, a perfect rank correlation is found in
agriculture; coefficients could not be computed or were statistically in-
significant in the other industry divisions (Table A-2). Among partner-
ships, high coefficients are found in every division except transportation,
communication, and sanitary services (in the case of declining-balance),
and (for SYD) in agriculture and mining (Table 14).
Among the larger partnerships, the relative frequency of firms show-
TABLE 14
Rank Correlation of Size of Business Receipts and Percentage of




of RankStandard of RankStandard
Industry Division CorrelationError CorrelationError
Agriculture .96 .13 .36° .47
Mining 1.00 0 .20° .62
Construction .91 .18 .81 .32
Manufacturing .91 .18 1.00 0
Transportation, communi-
cation, and sanitary
services .51° .38 80b .38
Trade 1.00 0 1.00 0
Finance, insurance, and
real estate .96 .13 .87 .22
Services .91 .18 .96 .13
All industries 1.00 0 1.00 0
Source: Table A-3.
aNOt statistically significant.
bSignificant at the 5 per cent level. All other coefficientsare
significant at the 1 per cent level.RESULTS OF THE STUDY 43
ing use of the declining-balance method was even greater than among
the largest corporations (granted, there is a lack of strict comparability
of the size classifications). On the other hand, even among the largest
partnerships, a relatively small proportion of companies used SYD,
whereas more nearly the same proportion of large corporations used
SYD and declining-balance.
Little difference among industry divisions is evident in the propor-
tions of sole proprietorships and partnerships using declining-balance
or SYD (Tables A-2 and A-3). Moreover, within any given size-of-
business-receipts class, there is, in general, little variation from one in-
dustry division to another in the proportion of companies showing the
use of declining-balance or SYD.
The high rank correlations found between company size and pro-
portion of companies using an accelerated method, and the limited
variability from one industry division to another, suggests that election
to use an accelerated method was associated with size of the business
and not with the industrial division in which it chiefly operated. This is
'the same surmise as in the case of corporations, but the data suggest it
is even more strongly based for unincorporated businesses.
• Amount of Depreciation
CORPORATIONS
Between the taxable years 1954 and 1960, total corporate depre-
ciation allowances grew from an estimated $11.5 billion to about $22.2
billion (Table 15) .Declining-balanceallowances increased from about
$0.5 billion to about $5.4 billion, and SYD allowances grew from an
estimated $0.3 billion to roughly $3.3 billion. In other words, the accel-
erated methods generated about $7.9 billion of the $10.7 billion increase
in corporate allowances during this period.
As implied by these estimates, the accelerated depreciation methods
accounted for a rapidly growing proportion of total corporation de-
Statistics of Income for the taxable year 1954 does not segregate depreciation
allowances from amortization allowed on defense, and defense-related facilities
for which certificates of necessity had been issued. Graphic interpolation on ratio
scale between the amount of depreciation reported in Statistics of Income for
1953 and that for 1955 yields an estimate of $11.5 billion in depreciation for
1954. See U.S. Treasury Department, Internal Revenue Service, Statistics of
Income, 1960—61, Corporation Income Tax Returns, p. 303.44ACCELERATED DEPRECIATION, 1954-60
preciation allowances between 1954 and 1960. Table 15 shows that
the share of total allowances accounted for by decliningbalance was
more than five times as great in the latter than in the former year, while
SYD allowances, as a fraction of the total, were 6.5 times as great in
1960 as in 1954. Together, these methods accounted for 39.0 per cent
of total corporate allowances in 1960, compared with 7 per cent in
1954. Straight-line allowances fell from 89 per cent of the total in 1954
to 58 per cent in 1960.
The substantial increase in the share of total depreciation allowances
under SYD contrasts sharply with the very small increase in the propor-
tion of returns on which this method was used. Similarly, the large drop
in the proportion of total allowances computed by the straight-line
method contrasts sharply with the very slight decrease in the proportion
of returns on which the straight-line method appears.
Between the taxable years 1954 and 1960, as indicated in Table A-4,
the increase in the ratio of accelerated to total depreciation allowances
was quite pronounced, and occurred in virtually every size class in every
industry. Taking all industries together, the proportion of declining-
balance to total allowanôes rose in every total asset size class, most
notably for corporations with total assets of $50 million or more. The
ratio of SYD to total allowances also increased in every size class,
and by increasing percentages, the larger the asset size class. Taking all
size classes together, the increase in the ratio of accelerated to total
allowances was greatest in the manufacturing and in the transportation,
communication, electric, gas, and sanitary services divisions. In every
industry division, there was a substantial increase in the proportion of
total allowances computed under declining-balance, most notably in
the public utilities. On the other hand, except for manufacturing, the
increase in the share of total allowances accounted for by SYD was
much more modest. In manufacturing, however, the increase in the
ratio of SYD to total allowances was greater than that of. declining-
balance to the total.
The proportion of total allowances in 1960 computed under the
declining-balance method (Table A-4) shows considerably less of the
positive association with company size (as measured by total assets)
than was found in the case of the proportion of returns on which this
method appears (Table A-i). Indeed, aside from the smallest and
largest asset size class, this proportion varies narrowly between 25.6RESULTS OF THE STUDY 45
TABLE 15
Amount of Corporate Depreciation Allowances, by Depreciation
Method, Taxable Years 1954, 1955, 1957, and 1960
Depreciation Method 1954 1955 1957 1960
Amount (million dollars)8
Straight-line 10,260 10,829 11,912 12,897
Declining-balance 540 1,328 2,630 5,363
Sum-of-the-years-digits 265 832 1,883 3,280
Units-of-production 170 174 n.a. n.a.
Other methods 265 255 543 620b
Total 11,500 13,419 16,968 22,160b
Percentage Distribution
Straight-line 89.2 80.7 70.2 58.2
Declining-balance 4.7 9.9 15.5 24.2
Sum-of-the-years-digits 2.3 6.2 11.1 14.8
Units-of-production 1.5 1.3 n.a. n.e.
Other methods 2.3 1.9 3.2 2.8
Total 100.0 100,0 100.0 100.0
Source: Taxable years 1954-1955, U.S. Treasury Department, Internal
Revenue Service, Statistics of Income, 1959, Supplementary Depreciation
Data forCorporationIncome TaxReturns,pp. 103 and 118; taxable years
1957 and 1960, U.S. Treasury Department, Internal Revenue Service, special
tabulations.
Note: Details may not add to totals because of rounding.
8Dollbr amounts foii each method were estimated by applying the proportions
shown in the percentage distribution to the Statistics of Income totals for the
respective years. Since the samples from which the percentage distributions
were drawn were not identical with the Statistics of Income samples for the
respective years, these amounts should be read more as estimates of the
orders of magnitude than as precise measures of corporate allowances.
blncludes $65 million of so-called "additional first-year depreciation."46ACCELERATED DEPRECIATION, 1954-60
per cent and 29.6 per cent of the total. On the other hand, SYD allow-
ances as a share of the total increase consistently with asset size class.
The range is substantial, from 2.6 per cent for the smallest companies
to 21.0 per cent for the largest. The combined declining-balance and
SYD allowances as a fraction of the total also increase with asset size
up to the largest class—total assets of $100 million or more—in which
a slight decrease in this proportion is seen. For corporations with total
assets of $50 million or more, taking all industries together, accelerated
allowances were about 44 per cent of the total for such companies.
A more detailed examination of the size distribution within each
industry division shows little positive association between company size
and proportion of total allowances computed under the 'accelerated
methods. As indicated in Table 16, a statistically significant positive
rank correlation between company size and proportion of total allow-
ances under declining-balance is found only in the construction division.
The rank correlations are somewhat better in the case of SYD and of
declining-balance and SYD combined, but the data hardly support the
same sort of assertion about a size-method association as in the case of
the relative frequencies of returns on which accelerated methods appear.
Substantially greater variability among industries is found in the tax-
able year 1960 in the proportion of total allowances computed under
the accelerated methods than in the proportion of returns using the
accelerated methods (Tables A-i and A-4). Declining-balance depre-
ciation was as little as 19 per cent of the total in mining and as much
as 36 per cent in construction. SYD allowances were only 3.8 per cent
and 3.9 per cent of the total in agriculture and mining, respectively, but
accounted for 23.3 per cent of total allowances in manufacturing.
Straight-line depreciation was about 51 per cent of total allowances in
manufacturing and almost 72 per ce'nt in agriculture.
The relatively large proportion of total allowances under SYD in
manufacturing, where it exceeded the proportion accounted, for by
declining-balance, is sharply in contrast with other industries. In every
other industry, except trade, SYD allowances were a relatively small
fraction of the total allowances even among the largest corporations.
In trade, however, companies in the largest asset size classes accounted
for a substantial amount of their total allowances by this method—to a


















































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































As we might expect, a relatively substantial amount of depreciation
in the mining division was computed by "other" methods, undoubtedly
the units-of-production method.
The proportion of total allowances under declining-balance in the
construction industry substantially exceeds that in other industries,
although the relative frequency of returns in construction showing this
method was not out of line with other industries. In all but the first two
asset size classes, declining-balance allowances in construction were
more than 40 per cent of the total depreciation claimed, and in the $50
million under $100 million class, they were more than 55 per cent of
the total. In no size class in any, other industry did either of the acceler-
ated allowances account for nearly so large a share of the total.
The explanation for the extraordinarily large proportion of total
allowances under declining-balance' in the construction industry is not
obvious from these data. Reference to the "Life of Depreciable Assets"
study (LDA), however, shows that the mean service life (for purposes
of computing depreciation allowances) of facilities in construction is
below that in any other industry.8 Assuming some positive correlation
between service life for tax purposes and average age of facilities, a
larger proportion of the facilities on hand in construction than in other
industries in 1960 would have been eligible for the declining-balance
method. Table 30, based on LDA data, shows that thç proportion of
facilities acquired after 1953 by construction corporations and placed
in declining-balance accounts was exceptionally large. Both of these
factors—the short service lives and the larger proportion of facilities
under the declining-balance method—account for the unusually large
proportion of total allowances under declining-balance in construction.
The substantial lack of significant rank correlation between company
size and share of total depreciation allowances computed under the
accelerated methods within each industry is, as noted, in contrast with
the relatively strong correlation between size and proportion of returns
showing use of these methods. The share of total allowances under an
accelerated method depends on a number of factors, including the pro-
portion of the total facilities under the method, the average service life
of the property under the method relative to those under other methods,
and the average age of these facilities. There is, therefore, no necessarily
8 See Table C-2.RESULTS OF THE STUDY 49
closecorrespondence between the proportion of returns in a class
showing the use of an accelerated method and the proportion of total
allowances in that class computed under that method.
UNINCORPORATED BUSINESSES
Although data with respect to the amount of depreciation by method
for unincorporated companies are limited to the taxable year 1959, it
may be presumed that the proportion of total allowances computed
under the accelerated methods by these companies had increased since
1954. The share of their total allowances computed under declining-
balance or SYD was quite small compared with corporations, particu-
larly in the case of sole proprietorships. These companies used the
straight-line method to compute almost three-fourths of their total
allowances. Partnerships, on the other hand, used the straight-line
method for only 59 per cent of their total allowance, very nearly the
TABLE 17




Per Cent Per Cent
Depreciation Method Amountof Total Amountof Total
Straight-line 5,150 74.5 1,240 59.0
Declining-balance 479 6.9 383 18.2
Sum-of-the-years-digits 70 1.0 56 2.7
Other methods 416a 6.0 279b 13.3
Method not described 744 10.8 111 5.3
Total 6,914 100.0 2,103 100.0
Source: U.S. Treasury Department, Internal Revenue Service, Statistics of
Income, 1959-60, U.S. Business Tax Returns, pp. 34, 92-93.
3Excludes $54 million of additional first-year depreciation included in
total. Details do not, therefore, add to total.
bExcludes $34 million of additional first-year depreciation included in
total. Details do not, therefore, add to total.50ACCELERATED DEPRECIATION, 1954-60
same proportion as corporations (in 1960). Whereas almost 40 per
cent of corporation allowances were computed under declining-balance
and SYD, only 7.9 per cent of the total claimed by sole proprietorships
and 20.9 per cent of the total for partnerships were computed under
these methods. On the other hand, very little of the total allowances of
corporations were computed under other methods, while in the case of
sole proprietorships, other methods, including those not described by
the taxpayer, account for about 17 per cent of the total. For partner-
ships, almost 19 per cent of the total allowances were computed other-
wise than by straight-line, declining-balance, or SYD (Table 17).
As in the case of the relative frequencies, the relative amounts of
depreciation computed under the accelerated methods by sole pro-
prietorships was greater the larger the business (as measured by size
of business receipts). Table 18 indicates perfect rank correlations of
company size and the ratios of declining-balance and of SYD allow-
ances to the total, taking all industries together. The data are too thin,
however, to sustain the correlation analysis in several of the industry
divisions (Table A-5). They do suggest, nevertheless, a positive asso-
TABLE 18
Percentage Distribution of Depreciation of Sole Proprietorships,
















Under 10 81.6 3.1 0.4 4.7 9.6
10-20 78.6 4.6 0.6 4.9 10.4
20-30 76.9 5.2 1.0 5.6 10.6
30-50 73.2 7.7 1.1 5.7 11.2
50- 100 69.2 9.9 1.6 6.6 11.8
100 and over 60.2 15.0 2.2 9.7 11.9
No receipts reported71.4 3.2 0.4 4.7 19.1
Total 74.5 6.9 1.0 6.0 10.8
Source U.S. Treasury Department, Internal Revenue Service, Statistics of
income, 1959-60, U.S. Business Tax Returns, p. 34.
Note: Details do not add to 100 per cent because small amounts of additional
first-year depreciation are not included. See Table 17.RESULTS OF THE STUDY 51
ciation between company size and the proportion of total allowances
computed under accelerated methods.
Among partnerships, the ratio of accelerated to total allowances
tended to increase with company size, but this relationship is not nearly
so strong as in the case of the proportion of partnerships electing the
use of the declining-balance or SYD methods (Table 19).
TABLE 19
Percentage Distribution of Partnerships' Depreciation,
















Under 10 74.1 13.1 1.3 7.4 2.9
10-20 69.8 14.3 2.0 9.5 3.1
20-30 66..3 15.6 2.0 10.8 4.2
30-50 67.2 15.0 1.2 10.7 4.6
50- 100 65.2 16.2 2.4 11.1 3.4
100-200 60.9 18.3 1.7 13.8 3.4
200-500 51.5 21.0 3.0 16.9 6.2
500- 1,000 53.1 23.3 5.4 12.1 3.3
1,000-5,000 44.9 26.4 5.1 16.7 4.8
5,000 and over 18.4 19.1 3.7 27.9 29.4
No receipts reported56.0 11.6 11.2 6.1 9.1
Total 59.0 18.2 2.7 13.3 5.3
Source: U.S. Treasury Department, Internal Revenue Service, Stcztis tics of
Income, 1959-60, U.S. Business Tax Returns, pp. 92-93.
Note: Details do not add to 100 per cent because small amounts of additional
first-year depreciation are not included. See Table 17.
Taking all industries together, the coefficient of rank correlation of
the ratio of declining balance to total allowances with size of partner-
ship receipts is .82 (standard error =.25),and in the case of SYD,
the coefficient is .60 (standard error.36). Among industries, con-
siderable variability in the correlation is found, as seen in Table 20.
Accelerated allowances as a share of the total varied considerably
from one industry to another in the unincorporated business sector.
Sole proprietorships in mining, for example, computed about one-fifth52ACCELERATED DEPRECiATION, 1954-60
TABLE 20
Rank Correlation of Size of Partnership Receipts and Proportion of
Total Allowances Computed by Declining-Balance and SYD, 1959
Declining-Balance Sum-of-Years-Digits
Coefficient Coefficient
of RankStandard of RankStandard
Industry Division CorrelationError CorrelationError
Agriculture .828 .25 .36 .47
Mining 1.ooa .00 80b .38
Construction .608 .36 .14 .53
Manufacturing .648 .34 1.008 .00
Transportation, communi-
cation, and sanitary
services —.02 .45 •80b .38
Trade .788 .28 93° .19
Finance, insurance, and
real estate .02 .45 .42 .41





8Significant at the 1 per cent level.
bSignificant at the 5 per cent level. All other coefficients are not
statistically significant.
of their total depreciation charges by use of the declining-balance and
SYD methods, another 11.4 per cent by other methods—probably units-
of-production, and 23 per cent of the total by methods which were not
described by the taxpayer. Sole proprietorships in agriculture, on the
other hand, used the declining-balance method for only 3.5 per cent
of total allowances and SYD for less than one-half of 1 per cent (Table
A-5).
Among partnerships, similarly, there is a substantial range in the
proportion of total allowances accounted for under the accelerated
methods from one industry to another. In agriculture, about 7.2 per cent
of the total depreciation was declining-balance and SYD, although other
methods—probably units-of-production—accounted for a fifth of theRESULTS OF THE STUDY 53
total. In the finance, insurance, and real estate division, on the other
hand, 37 per cent of all depreciation was accelerated, one-third under
the declining-balance method (Table A-6).
The real estate subdivision of this industry division, for partnerships,
accounted for 93.7 per cent of total depreciation allowances and 97.9
per cent of allowances computed by use of the declining-balance method
in the division.9 The very high proportion of total allowances under the
declining-balance method in this subdivision probably reflects the oper-
ation of the so-called "real estate tax shelter." The phrase refers to
investment, usually by a group of individuals, in the construction or
acquisition of new, real property, generally subject to a substantial
mortgage. Each of the individuals in the syndicate will take into his
own income for tax purposes his pro rata share of the net rental of the
property. In the computation of net rental, interest on the indebtedness
and depreciation are deducted from the gross rentals. The depreciation
deduction, the basis for which is the total cost of the property, not
merely the equity share thereof, is likely to be computed by use of one
or the other of the accelerated methods, usually the declining-balance
method. The interest deduction, too, often follows a declining-balance
pattern, if the indebtedness is amortizable. Thus, the combined interest
and depreciation deductions in the early years after acquisition of the
property are likely to be relatively large, and indeed, if taken in con-
junction with other expenses, to exceed the gross income from the
property and to reduce, therefore, taxable income from other sources.
In any event, the depreciation deduction increases the taxpayer's dis-
posable income by an amount equal to his marginal income tax rate
times the deduction, since these deductions go against ordinary income.
By virtue of the declining-balance pattern of the interest and deprecia-
tion deductions, net rentals become larger in each succeeding year;
when net rental becomes positive, it may pay the syndicate to sell the
property. Any gain realized, i.e., any excess of sales proceeds over the
basis of the property reduced by accumulated depreciation, was treated
as a capital gain (during the period covered by this survey), subject to
a maximum rate of 25 per cent.'° In effect, the deduction of deprecia-
Statistics of Income, 1959—60, U.S. Business Tax Returns, p. 90.
10TheRevenue Act of 1964 included a provision restricting the extent to
which such gains might be treated as capital gains instead of ordinary income
(see Sec. 1250, Internal Revenue Code).54ACCELERATED DEPRECIATION, 1954-60
tion, to the extent that it exceeds the actual reduction in the value of
the property, converts ordinary income into capital gains. While the
tax advantage is available for any income taxpayer, it increases with the
taxpayer's bracket rate applicable to his ordinary income. It is, accord-
ingly, more advantageous to a top-bracket individual taxpayer than to
a corporate taxpayer.
One might very well expect, therefore, to find that a relatively large
proportion of total depreciation allowances in the real estate industry
group was computed by use of declining-balance depreciation.' More-
over, one should expect to find this proportion to be particularly high
among those partnerships which showed no net profit. These are, in-
deed, the results reported on partnership information returns for the
taxable year 1959. As already indicated, one-third of total depreciation
allowances in the finance, insurance, and real estate division were
declining-balance charges. Among partnerships without net profits in
this division, declining-balance was 50.5 per cent of the total allow-
ances, while partnerships with net profits in this industry used declining-
balance to determine 24.5 per cent of total depreciation deductions.
Among all industries, excluding finance, insurance, and real estate, only
14.2 per cent of total depreciation allowances were declining-balance.
Excluding this division, partnerships without net profits used this method
for 14.3 per cent of total allowances, while those with net profits com-
puted 14.1 per cent of their total depreciation charges by using this
method.'2
The data do not permit certain identification of the partnerships nor
of the properties with respect to which these results in the finance, insur-
ance, and real estate division are derived. The sharp contrast between
this industry division and all other divisions with respect to the relative
amounts of declining-balance charges among firms without and those
with net profits, however, very closely matches what one might antici-
pate regarding the real estate tax shelter syndicates.
11 Use of the SYD method is less advantageous, since annual deductions under
this method must reflect estimated salvage value of the property. As indicated
above, SYD was more advantageous than declining-balance for long-lived prop-
erty, when the property is held for a period equal to its service life. Since the
syndicate disposes of the property long before its service life expires, determina-
tion of which method should be used is based on the amount of allowances each
generates in the first five years or so. With a 10 per cent salvage value and a
service life of thirty-three years, for example, declining-balance allowances will
exceed SYD charges during the first five years by almost 8 per cent.
12 Statistics of Income, 1959—60, U.S. Business Tax Returns, pp. 96—99.RESULTS OF THE STUDY 55
The SYD method accounts for a very small proportion of partner-
ships' depreciation allowances. Manufacturing firms led in this respect,
but even in this division, only 4.4 per cent of total allowances were
computed with this method. Over all, only 2.7 per cent of all partner-
ship depreciation allowances were SYD (Table A-6).
Amount of Assets
In this survey, we are interested not only in the number of companies
using the accelerated methods and the amount of depreciation generated
thereby, but also in the amount of property to which these methods
have been applied. As we have seen, there is no necessary correspond-
ence between the proportion of firms using a given depreciation method
and the proportion of total allowances computed under that method.
The proportion of total depreciation allowances computed under the
accelerated methods, in turn, is not an infallible indicator of the extent
of use of these methods. It need not, for example, accurately indicate
the relative amounts of property assigned to accelerated and straight-
line accounts, since differences in service lives and in the age of facili-
ties may have a relatively large effect on the proportion of straight-line
and accelerated allowances in any year.
Detailed information for corporations in 1959, providing distribu-
tions of the amount of property by method, company size, industrial
division, service life, type of property, and date of acquisition, is con-
tained in the Treasury Department's "Life of Depreciable Assets" study,
to which reference was made earlier. For partnerships for the taxable
year 1959, distributions of the amount of assets by method, by size of
company, and by industrial division are available.
We briefly discuss the distribution of partnership assets by method
in the following section, and reserve for the succeeding section a more
extended examination of the detailed data with respect to corporations.
PARTNERSHIPS
For partnerships, Table 21 shows that close to two-thirds of the
depreciable facilities on hand in 1959 were in straight-line accounts,
18.4 per cent were in accelerated accounts, while the remainder were
being depreciated under other methods (including a small amount—
3.7 per cent—for which the depreciation method was not described).56ACCELERATED DEPRECIATION, 1954-60
These proportions understate the response of partnerships to the
availability of the accelerated methods, since they are based on all prop-
erty on hand in 1959, including assets acquired prior to 1954 and there-
fore ineligible for declining-balance and SYD. Unfortunately, the data
on amount of partnership facilities cannot be classified by year of pur-
chase. It nevertheless seems fair to conclude that the proportion of
eligible partnership facilities in accelerated-method accounts in 1959
exceeded—possibly by a substantial margin—the 18.4 per cent shown
in Table 21.
The proportion of property in straight-line accounts falls as size of
business receipts increases, while the proportion of facilities under the
accelerated methods tends to increase with company size, taking all
industries together. The rank correlation between size of business re-
ceipts and proportion of depreciable facilities under declining-balance,
however, is considerably better than in the case of SYD. Moreover, when
the amount of assets is cross distributed by size and industry, the rank
correlations between size and method of depreciation are highly vari-
able, as shown in Table 22.
A signfficant positive association between size and proportion of assets
under declining-balance appears in each of the industry divisions except
the services division and transportation, conimunication, and sanitary
services. On the other hand, the relative amount of property under SYD
seems to be significantly correlated with company size only in manufac-
turing and in trade.
Substantial variability in the relative amounts of facilities under the
straight-line and declining-balance methods may be seen from one indus-
try to another in Table 23. In view of the fact that the largest proportion
of partnership depreciation allowances under declining-balance was in
finance, insurance, and real estate, it is not surprising also to find the
largest proportion of facilities under this method in this industrial divi-
sion. Measured in terms of the amount of depreciable facilities, this is
also the largest of the partnership industries, accounting for roughly
37 per cent of the depreciable facilities reported by those partnerships
which showed the amount of their facilities by method. Partnerships in
this division accounted for about 60 per cent of all partnership facilities
under the declining-balance method. Among the other large partnership
industrial divisions, however, e.g., trade, services, and agriculture, small
amounts of property were in declining-balance accounts.TABLE 21
Distribution of Partnerships' Depreciable Assets,5 by Size of Business
Receipts and by Depreciation Method, 1959
Size of Sum-of- Method
Business Receipts Straight-Declining-Years-Other Not
(thousand dollars) TotalLine BalanceDigitsMethodsDescribed
Amount (million dollars)
Under 10 31952,359 341 38 398 59
10 under 20 2,3801,696 270 48 322 43
20 under 30 1,8611,348 236 36 210 32
30 under 50 26151,821 333 17 383 61
50 under 100 37512,548 516 107 476 104
100 under 200 3,5092,228 609 49 546 77
200 under 500 3,8582,132 787 90 633 217
500 under 1,000 2,0981,199 404 80 335 81
1,000 under 5,000 1,899 783 573 61 307 175
5,000 and over 506 188 101 22 79 116
Receipts not reported 188 129 33 13 13 b
Total 25,86116,431 4,202 561 3,702 965
Percentage Distribution
Under 10 100.073.8 10.7 1.2 12.5 1.8
10 under 20 100.071.3 11.3 2.0 13.5 1.8
20 under 30 100,072,4 12.7 1.9 11.3 1.7
30 under 50 100.069.6 12.7 0.7 14.6 2.3
50 under 100 100.067.9 13.8 2.9 12.7 2.8
100 under 200 100.063.5 17.4 1.4 15.6 2.2
200 under 500 100.055.3 20.4 2.3 16.4 5.6
500 under 1,000 100.057.1 19.3 3.8 16.0 3.9
1,000 under 5,000 100.041.2 30.2 3.2 16.2 9.2
5,000 and over 100.037.2 20.0 4.4 15.6 22.9
Receipts not reported100.068.2 17.4 6.8 6.9 b
Total 100.063.5 16.3 2.2 14.3 3.7
Source: U.S. Treasury Department, Internal Revenue Service, Statistics of
Income, 1959-60, U.S. Business Tax Returns, pp. 92-95.
Note: Details will not add to totals because of rounding.
5Amounts shown are assets of partnerships reporting the cost of assets under
each method.
bSampling variability is too great to show separately but amount is



























































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































.RESULTS OF THE STUDY 61
On the whole,, there appears to be a relatively close correspondence
between the proportion of total depreciable assets under each method
and the proportion of total depreciation allowances computed by each
method.13 The differences, while not large, nevertheless are indicative of
the effectiveness of the accelerated depreciation methods in generating
additional depreciation allowances. The comparison in Table 24, for
example, shows that whereas the straight-line method accounted for 63.5
per cent of partnerships' depreciable facilities,it accounted for only
TABLE 24
Comparison of Proportion of Partnerships' Facilities and Depreciation








Other methods 14.3 13.3
Method not described 3.7 ,5.3
Source: Tables 19 and 21.
59 per cent of their depreciation allowances; on the other hand, accel-
erated method accounts included 18.4 per cent of partnerships' facilities,
but 20.9 per cent of allowances were computed under these methods.
The same kind of comparison suggests that the other methods used by
partnerships were not accelerated; they accounted for 14.3 per cent of the
facilities but only 13.3 per cent of the allowances. On the other hand,
although 3.7 per cent of the facilities were in accounts for which the
method was not described, these methods accounted for 5.3 per cent
of total allowances, from which it might be inferred that these were, on
the whole, accelerated depreciation techniques.
13 The number of partnerships showing the amount of facilities by method—
750,484—is slightly smaller than the number showing the amount of depreciation
allowances by method—765,428. This difference, roughly 2 per cent, does not
account for differences between the proportion of assets under a given method and
the proportion of total allowances computed by that method which may appear
in any size class or industry division.62ACCELERATED DEPRECIATION, 1954-60
These inferences are, of course, subject to an important qualification,
since the proportion of total allowances under any method depends not
merely on the depreciation pattern through time and the relative amounts
of assets but also on the service lives of the facilities and their average
age. In comparing Tables 19 and 21, for example, it is seen that in the
$5,000,000 and over business receipts class, straight-line method ac-
counts included 37.2 per cent of total depreciable facilities in the class,
but accounted for only 18.4 per cent of total allowances; other methods
included 15.6 per cent of the facilities on which 27.9 per cent of allow-
ances were generated. These disproportions might be attributable to
differences in the average service life of the facilities in the respective
accounts, or to the degree of acceleration provided by these unspecified
other methods, or indeed, to both of these factors. It is clear, however,
that the disproportion itself is not definitely indicative of the degree of
acceleration.
CORPORATIONS
A substantial proportion of corporations' eligible facilities were in
accelerated method accounts in the taxable year 1959. Of the total
depreciable property, in corporation tax accounts in that year, about
24 per cent was being depreciated under the declining-balance and SYD
methods. A much larger proportion, about 45 per cent, of the total
property acquired since the end of 1953 and on hand in 1959, however,
was in accelerated method accounts. Moreover, since only new property
newly acquired after• 1953 is eligible for the use of the fast write-off
methods, and since some of the property acquired after 1953 and on
hand in 1959 must have been ineligible on this score, the proportion
of eligible facilities in declining-balance and SYD accounts in 1959 must
have been somewhat greater than 45 per cent (Table 25) 14
Theshare of depreciable facilities acquired after 1953 that was held
in accelerated method accounts in 1959 increased ,with company size,
when all industries are taken together. This proportion was 28.5 per
cent for companies with total assets less than $1 million, 38.1 per cent
for corporations with total assets of $1 million up to $25 million, and
14Mostof the estimates in this section were made by applying ratios derived
from the LDA to adjusted Statistics of Income magnitudes (for the details of
these computations, see Appendix D). Where noted, however, reference is made

































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































.RESULTS OF THE STUDY 65
54.5 per cent for companies with assets of $25 million or more. In
contrast, very little difference among the three size classes is to be noted
in the share of all facilities on hand in 1959 under aôcelerated depreci-
ation methods. While corporations with total assets of $25 million or
more applied accelerated methods to a larger proportion of eligible
TABLE 26
Percentage Distribution of Corporations' Depreciable Facilities, by
Size of Total Assets: All Facilities, Facilities Acquired Since



















Under 1 17.0 24.2 15.4 72.8
1-25 16.2 19.9 16.9 62.8
25 and over 66.8 55.8 67.7 42.6
Total 100.0 100.0 100.0 51.0
Source: Table 25.
8lncludes only facilities acquired after 1953 and in accelerated method
accounts in 1959.
property than did smaller companies, a substantially larger share of the
large companies' facilities in 1959 had been acquired prior to 1954 and
were, therefore, ineligible for the use of the accelerated methods. As
Table 26 shows, although corporations with total assets of $25 million
or more accounted for 55.8 per cent of all facilities acquired after 1953
(and on hand in 1959), the post-1953 acquisitions of these companies
were only 42.6 per cent of their total depreciable facilities. In contrast,
companies with total assets less than $1 million had only 24.2 per cent
of all post-1953 facilities, but these assets represented 72.8 per cent of
their total depreciable facilities on hand in 1959. Thus, while two-thirds
of the facilities in accelerated method accounts in 1959 belonged to66ACCELERATED DEPRECIATION, 1954-60
companies with total assets of $25 million or more, there was little
difference among the three size classes in the proportion of all facilities
on hand in 1959 under accelerated methods.
Most of the difference among the three size classes in the proportion
of post-i 953 facilities in accelerated method accounts in 1959 is attrib-
utable to differences in the proportions under the SYD method. In the
largest size class, nearly equal amounts of facilities were in declining-
balance and SYD accounts; smaller companies, on the other hand, had
much less of their post-1953 acquisitions under the SYD than under the
declining-balance method (Table 25).
Substantial differences from one industrial division to another are
found in the share of post-1953 facilities in accelerated method accounts.
In manufacturing, which accounted for 38.4 per cent of all facilities
acquired after 1953, declining-balance and SYD taken, together include
56.8 per cent of the post-1953 facilities in the industry. In the public
utilities, which in 1959 held 29.0 per cent of all post-1953 facilities, the
corresponding proportion is 42.1 per cent. On the other hand, corpora-
tions in agriculture held only 18.7 per cent of their facilities acquired
after 1953 in accelerated method accounts. The spread among industrial
divisions was less in the case of declining-balance than SYD; the former
accounted for 16.8 per cent of post-1953 facilities in the agriculture
and trade divisions and for 32.1 per cent in construction, while SYD
facilities were only 1.9 per cent of post-1953 facilities in agriculture and
28.7 per cent of those in manufacturing (Table 27).
Taking the accelerated methods together, little variability is apparent
when the facilities are distributed by type of asset and method, accord-
ing to the LDA survey. Six broad property classes were set up; struc-
tures, furniture and fixtures, transportation, production equipment, live-
stock, and not identifiable. Except for livestock, which accounts for an
insignificant fraction of the total, the accelerated methods combined
account for between 49 per cent and 53 per cent of the total (Table 28).
A distribution of the data by service life and method in the LDA
survey reveals no systematic pattern of variation. It was noted above
that with a given salvage value and discount rate, use of the declining-
balance method becomes less advantageous compared with SYD as
service life increases. The proportionate amounts of property at each
service life in declining-balance and SYD accounts, however, do not



















































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































.RESULTS OF THE STUDY 69
TABLE 28
Per Cent of Cost of Corporations' Depreciable Assets,
Acquired After 1953, in Accelerated Method Accounts,
by Major Asset Type, 1959 (LDA Survey)
Facilities in Accelerated
Method Accounts as
Type of Asset Per Cent of Total
Structures and leasehold improvements 53.4
Furniture, fixtures, office and store .
machinery and equipment 48.5
Transportation vehicles and equipment 50.7
Production machinery and equipment 53.4
Livestock, orchards, and vineyards 9.4
Not identifiable or intangible 53.4
All asset types 52.9
Source: U.S. Treasury Department, Titernal Revenue Service, "Life of
Depreciable Assets" source book.
Note: Ratios presented here were computed directly from LDA survey data
and were not adjusted to a Statistics of Income basis. As noted in Appendix B,
the LDA survey shows different proportions of property in accelerated method
accounts than is derived by applying to Statistics of Income magnitudes the
ratios of accelerated to total property in each size class in each industrial
division based on LDA data.
parisons. As Table 29 shows, the proportions of depreciable assets
under the declining-balance and the SYD methods change irregularly
from one service life to another. Similar irregularities are seen if the
proportions under these methods are combined.
At various points in this discussion there have been suggestions that
proportionate use of the accelerated methods increased with company
size. Unfortunately, our data are grouped into only three very broad
size classes, which precludes rigorous statistical testing of that sugges-
tion. Although we have seen in these data an apparent positive relation-
ship between use of accelerated methods and size, the data may in fact
reflect a relationship between method of depreciation and some other
characteristic, the incidence of which varies from one size class to70ACCELERATED DEPRECIATION, 1954-60
TABLE 29
Per Cent of Cost of Corporations' Depreciable Assets,
Acquired After 1953, in Accelerated Method Accounts,











3-9 27.8 21.8 49.6
10 25.5 15.4 40.9
11-14 40.0 31.1 71.1
15 51.5 18.3 69.8
16-19 21.2 10.8 32.0
20 25.8 32.0 57.8
21-24 37.7 14.5 52.2
25 27.8 29.0 56.8
26-30 45.7 22.9 68.6
31-35 27.4 18.4 45.8
36-40 41.8 31.7 73.5
41-50 23.9 20.6 44.5
51 and over 46.6 23.6 70.2
Total 31.8 21.8 53.6
Source: U.S. Treasury Department, Internal Revenue Service, "Life of
Depreciable Assets" source book.
Nate: Ratios presented here were computed directly from LDA survey data
and were not adjusted to a Statistics of Income basis. As noted in Appendix
B, the LDA survey shows different proportions of property in accelerated
method accounts than is derived by applying to Statistics of Income magnitude
the ratios of accelerated to total property in each size class in each industrial
division based on LDA data.
aExciudes property in units-of-prodpction method accounts, since no service
life in years is assigned to such facilitiee.RESULTS OF THE STUDY 71
another. More detailed distributions of the data permit examination of
some of the other possible variables with which choice of method might
be associated, e.g., industry, type of asset, service life. To carry out this
examination, the data were cross distributed by (1) method, size, and
industry; (2) method, size, and property type; (3) method, size, and
service life; (4) method, industry, and asset type; (5) method, industry,
and service life; and (6) method, service life, and asset type.
1. Method, size, and industry. Although .a positive association be-
tween company size and proportion of post-i 953 facilities under the
accelerated methods is seen when all industries are taken together, con-
siderable variability in this connection is found among industries. As
shown in Table 30, the proportion of property of manufacturing com-
panies under each of the accelerated methods, more noticeably in SYD,
increases with company size. Taking the accelerated methods together,
a similar pattern is found in the trade and services divisions. In the
transportation, communications, electric, gas, and sanitary services divi-
sion, the middle-sized companies applied the accelerated methods to a
smaller proportion of their post-1953 properties than did the smallest
-companies, but the largest firms in this industry used the accelerated
methods for a much larger proportion of post-1953 facilities than is
shown for either of the other size classes. In mining, the largest com-
panies held relatively large amounts of property in "other" life methods
and in units-of-production accounts; declining-balance and SYD prop-
erties were a smaller share of the total in this size group than in the
others. In the other divisions, no association between size and propor-
tion of property in accelerated depreciation accounts is observable.
2. Method, size, and asset type. Close to 85 per cent of the total
amount of property acquired after 1953 and on hand in 1959 consisted
of structures and leasehold improvements and production machinery
and equipment, according to the LDA survey. In both of these asset
groups, and in all of the others except for the very small amount of
livestock, orchards, and vineyards, the -larger the total asset size class,
the greater the proportion of the property under combined accelerated
accounts. There appears, on the whole, to be little difference among
asset size classes in the proportion of facilities under declining-balance.
Except in the case of livestock, etc., however, the proportion of facilities
of each type under the SYD method is much larger in the case of the
largest asset size class than among the other size classes (Table 31).72 ACCEL'ERATED DEPRECIATION, 1954-60
TABLE 30
Per Cent of Cost of Corporations' Depreciable Assets,
'Acquired After 1953,, in Accelerated Method Accounts,
by Industry Division and Size of Total Assets, 1959
Size of
Total Assets Total
by Industry Division Declining Sum-of-the- Accelerated
(million dollars) -Balance Years-Digits Methods
All industries 27.1 17.9 45.0
Under 1 22.8 58 '28.5
1-25 28.6 9.5 38.1
25 and over 28.4 26.2 54.5
Agriculture, forestry, and
fisheries 16.8 1.9 18.7
Under I 16.8 1.9. 18.7
1-25 23.9 2.6 26.5
25 and over - - -
Mining 24.2 3.8 28.0
Under 1 27.1 5.7 32.8
1-25 37.1 5.6 42.8
25 and over 13,0 '1.6 14.7
Construction 32.1 5.9 38.0
Under 1 , 21.7 7.0 28.7
1-25 48.5 4.9 53.4
25 and over 47.4 0.7 48.1
Manufacturing 28.1 28.7 56.8
Under' 1 22.3 6.9 29.2
1-25 28.2 13.9 , 42.1
25 and over 29.2 37.3 66.5
Transportation, cominuni-
cation, electric, gas, and
sanitary'services 27.6 14.5 42.1
Under 1 20.8 6.2 27.0
1-25 12.1 , 4.6 16.7
25 and over 30.0 16.3 46.4




by Industry Division Declining Sum-of-the- Accelerated
(million dollars) -Balance Years-Digits Methods
Trade 16.8 11.4 28.1
Under 1 15.7 3.3 19.0
1-25 21.5 7.9 29.4
25 and over 14.8 35.4 50.2
Finance, insurance,and
real estate 30.6 7.3 38.0
Under 1 27.7 6.1 33.8
1-25 38.4 7.5 46.0
25 and over 18.9 12.0 31.0
Services 27.9 9.3 37.2
Under 1 27.6 7.1 34.7
1-25 27.2 • 11.5 38.7
25 and over 31.2 15.2 46.4
Source: Table D-4. Also see source note, Table 25.
Note: Detail may not add to total because of rounding. Not shown separately
but included under "all industries" are small amounts of property not allocable
to any industry division.
3. Method, size, and service life. Table 32 shows the proportion of
facilities of a given service life in each of the size classes under the
accelerated methods in the LDA survey. So arranged, a definite positive
association between the proportion of property in accelerated method
accounts and company size appears. Only in the sixteen-to-nineteen-
year service life interval do the proportions decrease as asset size
increases; in the eleven-to-fourteen-year interval, the middle-size class
proportion is smaller than in the case of companies with less than $1
million in total assets, and in the forty-one-to-fifty-year interval, the
proportion in the middle-size class exceeds those in the other two size
groupings. In all other intervals, however, the larger the size class, the






























































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































.76A CCELERA TED DEPRECIATION, 1954-60
TABLE 32
Per Cent of Cost of Corporations' Depreciable Assets,
Acquired After 1953, in Accelerated Method Accounts,














3-9 31.8 46.2 59.0
10 26.2 36.5 49.1
11-14 35.4 32.4 73.4
15 30.4 42.6 73.6
16-19 49.7 34.9 31.6
20 28.2 39.3 64.0
21-24 30.5 44.8 52.9









36-40 56.3 59.2 78.4
41-50 34.2 49.4 44.9
51 and over 27.8 48.8 72.4
Total 32.7 44.6 57.4
Source: Table A-li.
4. Method, industry, and asset type. As we have seen, there is con-
siderable variability among major industry divisions in the proportion
of assets acquired after 1953 and held in accelerated depreciation ac-
counts in 1959; and relatively little variability in this proportion among
major asset types in the LDA survey. When the data are cross distrib-
uted by industry division and asset type, a much wider range from one
asset type to another is found within any industry in the proportion of
post-i 953 property in accelerated method accounts. This is clearly seenRESULTS OF THE STUDY 77
in Table 33. For example, taking all industries together, the proportion
of post-1953 property under accelerated methods ranged only from a
low of 48.5 per cent, in the case of furniture and fixtures, to a high
of 53.4 per cent in the case of structures and leasehold improvements
and production machinery and equipment. A much greater range among
asset types is found in each industry division. In agriculture, the range
was from a low of 10 per cent for livestock, orchards, and vineyards
(not shown in Table 33) to a high of 24 per cent for transportation
vehicles and equipment, while in the public utilities division the range
was from a low of about 21 per cent, in the case of furniture and
fixtures, to a high of 57 per cent in the case of structures and leasehold
improvements. It is interesting to find in Table A-12 that in each major
industry division except services and agriculture, the proportion of prop-
erty in accelerated method accounts is greatest in the case of those asset
types accounting for the largest proportion of the industry's total post-
1953 facilities.
If industry were an important characteristic determining the extent to
which accelerated depreciation methods were used, one would expect
little dispersion from one asset type to another around the mean propor-
tion of post-1953 facilities held in accelerated method accounts. More-
over, one would also expect industry rankings to vary little if at all
from one asset type to another. Inspection of Table 33, however, reveals
considerable variation in industry rankings, suggesting (with the sub-
stantial dispersions around the means already noted) that industry char-
acteristics per se were not a major factor in determining the relative
amounts of property held under the various methods.
By the same token, if type of asset figured prominently in the decision
about which method of depreciation to use, one would expect to find the
proportions of a given type of property under the accelerated methods
in each of the industry divisions closely clustered around the average,
taking all industries together. As noted, distributing the data by indus-
try as well as by asset type materially expands the range of the propor-
tion of each type of asset in accelerated method accounts. Too, one
would expect to find relatively stable rankings of asset types among
industrial divisions. Again by inspection of Table 33, considerable vari-
ation in the rankings is seen.
5. Method, industry, and service life. The per cent of the cost of post-









































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































.RESULTS OF THE STUDY 79
major industrial division (LDA survey data)is shown in Table 34.
Within each industrial division, a high degree of variability from one
service life to another is found in the proportion of property in accel-
erated method accounts. In each service life, too, the proportion of
post-i 953 facilities under accelerated methods varied considerably from
one industrial division to another. Industry rankings based on propor-
tion of property in accelerated method accounts, moreover, varied sub-
stantially from one service life to another, except in the case of manu-
facturing. In addition, in no industry division is there any apparent tend-
ency for the proportion of property in accelerated method accounts to
vary with service life. The data so distributed suggest little influence of
service life on method choice, and appear to confirm the earlier observa-
tion that industry characteristics were not particularly consequential in
this respect either.
6. Method, asset type, and service life. Table 35 presents the per cent
of post-1953 depreciable assets at each service life for each major asset
type, according to the LDA survey. This distribution appearsto
strengthen the impressions reported above that neither service life nor
asset type were significant factors in determining the extent of use of
the accelerated depreciation methods. The table reveals substantial vari-
ability within any asset type in the proportion of property in accelerated
method accounts from one service life to another. For any given service
life, similarly, there is a broad range among asset types in this propor-
tion. In addition, the asset type rankings on the basis of this proportion
are quite variable among service lives, except for production machinery
and equipment which displays only limited change in rank. The service
life rankings with respect to this proportion also vary substantially from
one asset type to another.
In summary, on the basis of the "Life of Depreciable Assets" survey,
it appears that the bulk of depreciable facilities acquired by corporations
after 1953 were structures and leasehold improvements and production
machinery and equipment. These facilities were heavily concentrated in
companies with total assets in excess of $25 million in manufacturing
and public utilities. Substantial amounts of these properties—well over
half—were in accelerated depreciation accounts. The use of the accel-
erated methods appears to be more closely associated with company
size than with industry or property type characteristics. Service life of








































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































.RESULTS OF THE STUDY 81
TABLE 35
Per Cent of Cost of Corporations' Depreciable Assets,
Acquired After 1953, in Accelerated Method Accounts,





Service and Store Vehicles Machinery All
Life LeaseholdMachinery and and Asset
(years) IniprovementsEquipmentEquipmentEquipment Types
3 73.9 28.6 22.3 40.4 40.7
4 28.2 45.0 33.3 33.9 33.3
5 31.6 68.3 41.5 48.8 51.3
6 58.7 41.7 60.0 5.9 55.7
7 45.0 33.1 48.0 68.8 56.0
8 43.9. 49.9 65.9 61.9 58.7
9 32.7 18.9 8.1 62.6 40.5
10 39.3 30.9 66.9 42.5 40.9
11-14 68.9 67.7 83.0 72.2 71.1
15 .46.8 32.8 77.7 79.8 69.8
16-19 42.0 70.4 39.1 . 29.4 32.0
20 .44.0 60.5 38.3 75.1 57.8
21-24 46.6 . 1.7 61.9 64.2 52.2
25. 53.0 70.3 56.0 61.7 56.8
26-29 67.6 71.1 63.7 64.9
30 72.8 55.0 69.0 80.2 73.6
31-35 44.3 30.9 p6.2 53.9 45.8
36-39 79.1 86.8 49.2 72.4 78.6
40 71.4 50.0 83.1 83.2 70.9
41-49 32.2 39.4 46.8 38.1 32.8
50 52.3 4.4 86.5 74.4 53.9
51 and over 7.3,6 1.4 95.7 38.4. 70.2
Total 53.8 48.5. 50.8 54.7 53.6
Source: U.S. Treasury Department, Internal Revenue Service, "Life of
Depreciable Assets" source book.82ACCELERATED DEPRECIATION, 1954-60
Developments in depreciation practice since 1959 might require some
amendment of these findings. We observed above, when discussing the
number of companies using the accelerated methods, that there was an
obvious trend toward greater use of the declining-balance method, and
certain features of the 1962 Revenue Procedure 62-21 may have in-
duced more extensive use of SYD. Increasing frequencies of companies
using the accelerated methods presumably should be associated with
increasing amounts of property in accelerated method accounts. The
proportion of property in such accounts, therefore, may very well have
continued to grow after the taxable year 1959. Moreover, the differences
in this proportion among companies of different size may well have
diminished.
Effect of Acceleration on Corporations'
Depreciation Allowances, Tax Liabilities, and
Capital Outlays, 1959
One of our principal concerns in this survey is to determine the effect of
the use of accelerated depreciation methods on total depreciation allow-
ances and the distribution of this effect with respect to company size,
industry, and asset type. Of course, the data with respect to any one year's
depreciation allowances do not afford a definitive basis for such an analy-
sis, since the distribution of allowances in any given year will be materi-
ally affected by differences in service lives and in the age distribution of
depreciable property, which changes from year to year. The measure of
the financial gain to a taxpayer from using acceleration is the increase
in the present value of the stream of allowances generated by the accel-
erated method over that under the straight-line method, with respect to
some relevant time period and asset stock. If service life distributions
were substantially the same among all taxpayers and if all taxpayers
held to substantially the same pattern of asset acquisitions and retire-
ment, any one year's depreciation charges under each method would
afford a useful index of the relative efficiency of each method. Since
both of these assumptions are manifestly unrealistic, only limited reli-
ance should be placed on inferences which can be drawn from data
pertaining to a single year. With this reservation in mind, we provide
in the following pages some rough estimates of the effects of the use
of accelerated methods on depreciation allowances in 1959."
"For a description of our estimating procedures, see Appendix D.RESULTS OF THE STUDY 83
In the taxable year 1959, a substantial proportion of corporations'
depreciation allowances were computed under the accelerated deprecia-
tion methods. About 52 per cent of the estimated $14.1 billion of allow-
ances on facilities acquired after 1953 were computed by use of the
accelerated methods. Of the $20.5 billion of total allowances in 1959,
36.6 per cent were declining-balance and SYD (Table 36).
Comparison of the proportionate amounts of property under each
method with the corresponding proportionate amounts of depreciation
allowances, as shown in Table 37, affords a very rough indication of the
relative effectiveness of the various methods in generating depreciation
allowances.'6 Taking all companies together, the ratio of straight-line
depreciation allowances to the total is noticeably smaller than the pro-
portion of the total straight-line property to the total amount of property.
The ratio of declining-balance allowances to the total is substantially
greater—5.9 percentage points—than the corresponding proportion of
property in such accounts to the total, although the difference in these
ratios is only 1.3 percentage points in the case of SYD. For companies
'with total assets of $25 million or more, however, the spread between
the proportion of properties and the proportion of allowances under
SYD is about the same as that under declining-balance.
Among companies with total assets of $25 million or more, account-
ing for 47.9 per cent of total allowances on post-1953 property, the
accelerated methods were used to compute 65.1 per cent of their total
depreciation charges, compared with 46.9 per cent for the middle-size
firms, and 35.4 per cent for the smallest companies (Table 38).
Among the major industrial divisions, manufacturing companies ac-
counted for 43.0 per cent of total allowances on property acquired after
1953, and 63.1 per cent of these depreciation charges were computed
under the accelerated methods. Public utilities' depreciation was one-
fifth of the total and 50.2 per cent of this amount was accelerated
depreciation. Excluding the small amounts of depreciation of corpora-
tions in agriculture and of those not allocable to an industrial division,
accelerated depreciation amounted to from 38 to 46 per cent of the total
in each of the other industrial divisions, except in trade (Table 39).
Total corporate depreciation allowances, as shown in Statistics of
16Onlya .very rough indication, as has been repeatedly suggested in this dis-
cussion. Disparities in the respective proportions result not merely from differ-
ences in method but also from differences in the average service lives and ages




























































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































.RESULTS OF THE STUDY 85
TABLE 37
Per Cent of Cost of Corporütions' Depreciable Assets Acquired After
1953 and of Depreciation Allowances on These Facilities, by Method
of Depreciation and Size of Total Assets, 1959
Total Asset Size Classes (million dollars) 1 25
Depreciation Under Under and
Method 1 25 Over Total
Straight-line:
Per cent of property 71.4 61.7 42.5 53.3
Per cent of depreciation 64.4 52.9 32.0 46.3
Declining-balance:
Per cent of property 22.8 28.6 28.4 27.1
Per cent of depreciation 28.9 36.8 33.8 33.0
Sum.of-years-digits: .
Per cent of property 5.8 9.5 26.2 17.9
Per cent of depre.iation 6.5 10.1 31.3 19.2
Other-life methods:
Per cent of property 0.1 0.2 1.6 1.0
Per cent of depreciation 0.1 0.2 1.3 0.7
Units-of-production:
Per cent of property
0 a 1.4 0.8
Per cent of depreciation
a a 1.6 0.8
Source: Tables D-4 .and D-8.
0Less than 0.05 per, cent.
Income for 1959, were $20.5 billion. By how much did this total exceed
that which would have been claimed had the accelerated methods not
been available? '
Theamount of additional depreciation in any year which is generated
by use of the accelerated methods depends on (1) the amount of depre-
ciable property in accelerated method accounts, (2) the service lives
17Assumingthat the availability of the accelerated methods had no effect on















































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































of these properties, and (3) their age distribution. With respect to any
given amount of facilities of a given average age in accelerated accounts,
the excess of accelerated over straight-line depreciation will be relatively
greater the longer the service life; given the service life, the excess will
be smaller the older the property.18 All three of these factors determine
the actual amount of total depreciation allowances, while factors (1)
and (2) alone are sufficient to determine the amount of depreciation
that would be claimed under straight-line.
In order to compute the difference between actual allowances under
the accelerated methods and the amount that would have been claimed
under straight-line, itis necessary to know the service lives of the facili-
ties in the accelerated accounts. The LDA study provides quite a de-
tailed distribution of this nature for the taxable year 1959, permitting
measurement of this additional depreciation in total, and as among
various types of assets, size of company, and major industrial division
(the details of this computation are presented in Appendix D).
We estimate that the $20.493 billion of corporate depreciation allow-
ances shown in Statistics of Income for 1959 were $2.43 3 billion larger
than they would have been on the same properties had only the straight-
line method of depreciation been used.'° This represents an increase of
about 13.5 per cent over the amount to which total allowances would
have aggregated had only the straight-line method been used. It is a
much larger percentage increase—49.3 per cent—over the amount of
depreciation which would have been allowed under the straight-line
method on the property in the accelerated accounts. On the property
in these accounts, in other words, the use of the accelerated methods
made a very substantial difference in 1959 in the amount of deprecia-
tion allowances.
Of this $2.433 billion of additional depreciation, about $1.622billion
(66.6 per cent) is accounted for by the excess of declining-balance, and
about $.812 billion (33.4 per cent) is the excess of SYD over estimated
straight-line charges.
18 As the average age of the property in the accelerated method accounts
increases, the excess of accelerated over straight-line depreciation diminishes and
after a point becomes negative. See Chapter 1 above.
19 The use of other methods resulted in depreciation charges only slightly
greater than the amount that would have been allowable under the straight-line
method on the prOperties in these accounts. The effect of the use of other methods
on aggregate depreciation allowances, accordingly, has been ignored inthis
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Additional Depreciation
Per cent




A large proportion, 65.5 per cent, of the difference between actual and
estimated straight-line allowances is accounted for by companies with
total assets of $25 million or more, as one might expect from the fact
that depreciable facilities in accelerated method accounts were heavily
concentrated in this size class.
Additional Depreciation
Size of Total Assets Per cent
(million dollars) Million dollarsof total
Under 1, 396.7 16.3
1 under 25 442.0 18.2
25 and over 1,594.7 65.5
Total 2,433.5 100.0
Again, as one might suppose from the major industrial division distri-
bution of post-1953 facilities in accelerated method accounts, a substan-
tial proportion, 54.8 per cent, of the estimated additional depreciation
generated by use of the accelerated methods was accounted for by
manufacturing corporations. Public utilities account for an additional
19.1 per cent of the difference between actual allowances and those
which would have been claimed under the straight-line method.
Additional Depreciation
Per cent







sanitary services 465.8 19.1
Trade 144.5 5.9
Finance, insurance, and real estate 241.1 9.9
Services 192.0 7.9
Total 2,433.5 20 100.0
20Includes$0.4 million not allocable to a major industrial division.90ACCELERATED DEPRECIATION, 1954-60
TABLE 40
Additional Depreciation Generated by Use of Accelerated Depreciation
Methods on Corporations' Depreciable Facilities Acquired After 1953,
by Industry Division and Size of Total Assets, 1959
Industry








Division 1 25. Over Sizes
Agriculture, forestry, and fisheries 5.7 4.7 - 10.4
Mining 2.2 5.4 9.5 17.0
Construction 16.2 12.3 0.1 28.5
Manufacturing 84.6 195.4 1,053.81,333.7
Transportation, communication,
and sanitary services 23.8 38.8 403.3 465.8
Trade 67.0 30.3 47.2 144.5
Finance, insurance, and real estate 80.8 93.8 66.5 241.1
Services 116.3 61.2 .14.5 192.0.
All. Industries a 396.7 442.0 1,594.72,433.5
Percentage Distribution
Agriculture, forestry, and fisheries 0.2 0.2 - 0.4
Mining 0.1 0,2 0.4 0.7
Construction 0.7 0.5
b 1.2'
Manufacturing 3.5 8.0 43.3 54.8
Transportation, communication,
and sanitary services 1.0 1.6 16.6 19.1
Trade 2.8 1.3 1.9 5.9
Finance, insurance, and real estate 3.3 3.9 2.7 9.9
Services 4.8 2.5 0.6 7.9
All Industriesa 16.3 18.2 65.5 100.0
Source: Appendix Table D-9
Note: Details may not add to totals due to rounding.
aColumn totals include small amounts of additional depreciation not allocable
toan industrial division.
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A large proportion of the additional corporate depreciation generated
in 1959 by use of accelerated methods was accounted for by manufac-
turing and public utility companies of substantial size, i.e., with total
assets of $25 million or more, as Table 40 shows. These major indus-
trial divisions accounted for 73.9 per cent of the additional depreciation,
and the corporations in the largest asset size class in these divisions had,
respectively, 43.3 per cent and 16.6 per cent of the total additional
allowances. In other words, manufacturing and public utility corpora-
tions with total assets of $25 million or more accounted for 59.9 per
cent of the total additional depreciation arising from use of the acceler-
ated depreciation methods in 1959. These companies held 50.0 per cent
of all corporate depreciable facilities acquired after 1953 and 63.2
per cent of corporations' post-1953 facilitiesin accelerated method
accounts in 1959. For these companies, the additional depreciation was
about 56.7 per cent of the estimated amount that would have been
allowable under the straight-line method on the properties in accelerated
method accounts.2'
The contribution of the accelerated methods to total depreciation
allowances varied widely from industry to industry and size class to size
class in 1959, as shown in Table 41. The additional depreciation gen-
erated by the accelerated methods represented only 0.2 per cent of
actual total allowances claimed under all methods and on all properties
by construction corporations with total assets of $25 million or more.
In contrast, the corresponding proportion for manufacturing companies
with total assets of $25 million or more was 16.7 per cent, and for
companies with total assets of $1 million but less than $25 million in
the finance division, it was 17.8 per cent.
Income tax liabilities of the companies claiming the additional depre-
ciation were roughly $1 .265 billion lower than they would otherwise
have been.22 This is about 5.6 per cent of the total corporate income tax
2i Not all of the corporations in this size class in these industries used the
accelerated methods to the same extent or effect, of course. For some companies,
use of the accelerated methods generated much larger additions to depreciation
allowances in 1959; for others, the additional allowances were much less than
indicated here.
22 A precise calculation cannot be made since the data are not distributed by
taxable income classes. This estimate assumes a marginal tax rate of 52 per cent.
Use of the 52 per cent rate very likely overstates the reducton in tax liability,
since undoubtedly some of the companies claiming accelerated depreciation were
not subject to the surtax rate of 22 per cent but only to the 30 per cent normal
tax, while some other companies undoubtedly sustained net operating losses which
might never be offset against income in excess of the $25,000 surtax exemption.92ACCELERATED DEPRECIATION, 1954-60
TABLE 41
Additional Depreciation Generated by Use of Accelerated Depreciation
Methods as Per Cent of Actual Total Depreciation Allowances, by














Agriculture, forestry, and fisheries 5.4 12.5 - 6.3
Mining 1.4 2.2 3.3 2.5
Construction 4.5 5.7 0.2 4.7












Finance, insurance, and real estate 10.0 17.8 15.5 13.7
Services 15.5 16.5 10.5 15.2
All Industriesa 8.2 10.6 13.9 11.9
Source: Appendix Table D-9, and U.S. Treasury Department, Internal Revenue
Service, "Life of Depreciable Assets" source book.
8hicludes very small amounts not a1locable to any industry division.
liability of $22.525 bfflion for the taxable year 1959, as measured in
Statistics of Income.23 It is the equivalent of a 5.3 per cent reduction
in liabilities (Table 42). For the companies which realized these tax
savings, of course, the equivalent tax reduction is greater.
Use of accelerated depreciation methods in 1959 had a widely vary-
ing impact on the tax bills of corporations in the various industries and
size classes, as may be seen in Table 42. A very large proportion of
the total tax savings were in manufacturing and public utilities and on
the account of corporations with total assets of $25 million or more.
The industrial divisions and size classes in which the bulk of the tax
28Statisticsof income, 1959—60, Corporation income Tax Returns, Table1,
p. 52.RESULTS OF THE STUDY
TABLE 42
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Tax Savings Resulting from Use of Accelerated Depreciation Methods,







Finance, insurance, and real estate
Services
All Industriesb







Finance, insurance, and real estate
Services
All Industriesb
3.0 2.4 - 5.4
1.1 2.8 4.9 8.9
8.4 6.4 ° 14.8
44.0 101.6 548.0 693.5
12.4 20.2 209.7 242.2
34.8 15.8 24.5 75.2
42.0 48.8 34.6 125.4
60.5 31.8 7.5 99.8
206.3 .229.9 829.2.1,265.4
10.4 8.6 8.0
4.1 3.4 1.3 1.8
5.7 4.1 0.1 4.3
5.6 3.5 5.8 5.3
9.6 6.6 6.3 6.4
4.1 1.8 2.5 2.8
8.2 8.6 2.2 4.7
23.6 15.0 6.1 16.9
7.5 4.4 5.2 5.3
Source: Appendix Table D-9 and U.S. Treasury Department, Internal Revenue
Service, Statistics of Income, 1959-60, Corporation Income Tax Returns, pp. 67-101.
aLeas than $.05 million..
bcludes 'very small amounts not allocable to any industrial division. Details
may not add to totals because of rounding,
CTax reduction divided by the sum of the tax reduction and tax liabilities shown
in Statistics of Income.
by Industry Division and Size of Total Assets, 1959
Size ofTotal Assets(milliondollars)
1 25
Industry Under Under and All
Division 1 25 Over Sizes
Amount (million dollars)
Per Cent Reduction in Tax Liabilities c94ACCELERATED DEPRECIATION, 1954-60
savings accrued, however, were not those in which the largest percentage
reductions in tax liabilities were realized, as shown in part B of Table 42.
Taxes of service corporations with total assets of less than $1,000,000
were reduced by an estimated 23.6 per cent of what they would have
amounted to had the accelerated methods not been used; these tax
savings were about 4.8 per cent of the total. Public utility corporations
in the same size class realized tax savings of about 9.6 per cent; these
tax savings were less than 1.0 per cent of the total. On the other hand,
manufacturing corporations with total assets of $25,000,000 or more
accounted for roughly 43.3 per cent of the total tax savings, but reduced
their taxes by only 5.8 per cent through the use of accelerated depreci-
ation. Public utilities with total assets of $25,000,000 or more accounted
for another 16.6 per cent of the total tax savings; their taxes saved in
1959 were an estimated 6.3 per cent.24
No information is available to indicate whether in the years after
1959 the effects of accelerated depreciation on corporate tax liabilities
were materially different from those indicated here. As we cautioned
at the beginning of this section, only limited inferences may be drawn
from the data pertaining to a single year's experience. These data do
show, for the taxable year 1959, that the availability of accelerated
depreciation methods made a substantial difference in the total amount
of depreciation allowances generated on the property on hand in that
year, and for many companies, a substantial difference in tax liabilities.
If the trend toward an increasing proportion of companies adopting the
accelerated methods which was noted during the period 1954—59 con-
tinued thereafter, and if this trend is associated with depreciation of
increasing amounts of property under accelerated methods, as seems
likely, then accelerated depreciation may have had an even more sub-
stantial impact on corporate tax liabilities in recent years. On the other
hand, the impact of acceleration on depreciation deductions and tax
liabilities depends not only on the amount of property in accelerated
method accounts but also on the age of these accounts.25 The likely
increase since 1959 in the amount of property under acceleration may
24Therewere 1,377 manufacturing and public utility corporations with total
assets of $25,000,000 or more in 1959. The tax savings in this size class in these
industry divisiOns were 59.9 per cent of the total. These companies accounted for
about 53.2 per cent of 1959 corporation income tax liabilities (ibid.).
25Thediminishing effect of acceleration is illustrated above, in Chapter 1.RESULTS OF THE STUDY 95
have been offset in whole or in part by the aging of the accelerated
method accounts •26
Thesefindings suggest that accelerated depreciation could have bad
a significant effect on the volume of investment in depreciable facilities
but they do not afford the basis for a precise estimate of this effect.
The interview studies undertaken by Challis Hall and Thomas Stan-
back, dealing, respectively, with the impact of various features of the
corporation income tax on business growth policies and on moderniza-
tion investment, suggest that business response to changes in tax depre-
ciation rules is substantial. These studies deal primarily with manage-
ment's reaction to the tax law changes effected in 1962, but the nature
of both the inquiries and replies suggest that the response to the 1954
depreciation changes was no less significant. Both studies also bring out
that many factors other than taxes predominate in the investment deci-
sion, and point up the difficulty in identifying the contribution of tax
changes to changes in the volume of capital formation. Our estimate of
the effect of accelerated depreciation on capital outlays implicitly recog-
nizes this constraint.
The estimate of the change in expenditures for depreciable facilities
is confined to corporate businesses for the single year 1959.Itis
assumed that the amount of such facilities acquired by corporations in
that year is larger than it would have been had accelerated depreciation
not been used and that this additional amount reflects the influence of
acceleration both on corporate demand for facilities and on the supply
of investable funds to corporations (the nature of these effects is de-
scribed in Chapter 1). The magnitude of the estimated additional invest-
ment included in estimated corporate outlays for depreciable facilities
in 1959, moreover, depends on the elasticities of the demand and supply
functions for these facilities, given the shift in the functions as a result
of the use of accelerated depreciation. While the data we have developed
in the preceding discussion afford a basis for estimating the shift in the
demand and supply functions, an empirical basis for estimating the
respective elasticities, unfortunately, is not available. We have, therefore,
estimated the amount of additional corporate outlays (in billion dollars)
for 1959 depreciable facilities, assuming a range of elasticities in each
function. The results are shown in the following table.
26SeeGeorge Terborgh, The Fading Boom in Corporate Tax Depreciation,
Machinery and Allied Products Institute, Washington, D.C., 1965.96ACCELERATED DEPRECIATiON, 1954-60
Elasticity of Demand for Depreciable Facilities Elasticity of Supply
_______________________________________
of Investable Funds —.5 —1.0 —2.5
.5 1.3 1.8 2.2
1.0 1.3 2.0 2.8
2.5 1.3 2.3 4.0
5.0 1.3 2.5 4.9
10.0 1.4 2.6 5.7
Source: Appendix E.
With a relatively low elasticity of demand (e.g.,— .5)for depreciable
facilities, the amount of additional outlays included in the corporate
total is $1.3 billion, slightly less than the estimated corporate tax savings
from the use of accelerated methods in that year. Moreover, this esti-
mate is virtually invariant with changes in the estimated elasticity of
supply of, investable funds. At a higher elasticity of demand, however,
the estimated additional outlays are substantially greater than the tax
savings and do vary substantially with the elasticity of supply of invest-•
able funds.
Evaluation of these estimates depends in part on one's judgment con-
cerning the appropriate range of these elasticities. In our view, the
increase in corporate capital outlays in 1959 as a result of the use of
accelerated depreciation was at least equal to the tax savings resulting
therefrom and may have been equal to several times that amount, e.g.,
$5.7 billion.27
27 These estimates ignore the secondary effects on corporate capital outlays,
which might have been induced by the expansion of economic activity resulting
from the primary increase in investment in capital goods. See Appendix E for a
more complete discussion of these estimates.